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LaGodna: Greens, Grist and Guernseys: Development of the Florida State Agr

GREENS, GRIST AND GUERNSEYS:
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLORIDA STATE
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SYSTEM
by MARTIN M. L A GODNA *
HE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S role in aiding farmers is well
known; the states’s relationship to agriculture has not been
very well chronicled. Florida, for example, was slow in responding to federal stimuli in the early twentieth century, but once
underway the state developed innovative programs to help farmers with their economic problems. Agriculture specialists believed that distribution of goods rather than production was the
major problem. In the American capitalist system the markets
functioned as the distributive agencies. The economists focused
their attention on agricultural marketing and importuned government to assist with this endeavor.
In February 1912, Thomas Joseph Brooks, later an official of
the Florida Department of Agriculture, was in Washington as
spokesman for the Farmers’Educational and Cooperative Union
of America which was interested in the problem of agricultural
merchandising, and he wrote a bill providing for the establishment of a Federal Bureau of Markets. The Senate passed a bill,
but it was blocked in the House agricultural committee. As a
sop, a $50,000 appropriation was added by the House authorizing
the secretary of agriculture to institute experiments in marketing. 1

T

* Mr. LaGodna is assistant professor, history department, and director,
oral history program, University of South Florida, Tampa.
1. T. J. Brooks, “The Outgrowth of an Idea,” Florida Review, 4 (December 16, 1929), 1; Theodore Saloutos, Farmer Movements in the South,
1865-1933 (Berkeley, 1960; facsimile edition, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1964),
211. Brooks’s role here is clouded. Apparently he engendered bad feelings with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) by publishing a plan for agricultural cooperatives without at first giving credit
to the USDA where the plan had originated. The USDA tended to
disdain any contribution claimed by Brooks. The episode is referred to
in several letters in the J. C. Skinner Files, Record Group 83, National
Archives and Records Service, Washington, D.C. Hereinafter referred to
as JCSF and NARS. See T. J. Brooks to Charles J. Brand, November 21,
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United States Secretary of Agriculture David F. Houston created the office of markets in his department May 16, 1913, and
appointed Charles J. Brand as chief. Congress officially recognized the division the next year. In 1922 the office of farm management, the bureau of crop and livestock estimates, and the
bureau of markets were combined to form the bureau of agricultural economics in the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). By January 1917, the federal marketing bureau was
drafting a model law for states to use in establishing marketing
bureaus. 2
After creation of the USDA office of markets in 1913, several
states set up agricultural marketing services; a prime responsibility was to promote cooperative marketing. North Carolina was
the first state to set up the equivalent of a state marketing bureau. Florida established a state marketing bureau in 1917.
Mostly the federal-state cooperative marketing specialists operated through a college of agriculture extension service, but
some states set up their own marketing bureaus. The Florida
legislature established a marketing bureau in the department of
agriculture. Florida acted slowly probably because the legislature
met only biennially and because the state, notoriously niggardly
with appropriations, was waiting for some federal financing.3
In Florida the need of many farmers was serious and immediate. Over 100,000 more people lived in rural than in urban
areas in 1915. Five years later, the disparity had shrunk to 27,000.
By 1925 the urban population was 724,702 and the rural count
was 517,075. During that ten year (1915-1925) period the rural
population had grown only 3,000 while actually declining 21,000
between 1915 and 1920. At the same time the urban population
grew by 318,000, over 100 times the rural growth. This relative

1918; Brooks to C. H. Cochrane, January 7, 1915; Brand to Brooks, January 4, 1915; W. T. Hand to Brand, December 11, 1918, JCSF.
2. Henry C. and Anne Dewees Taylor, The Story of Agricultural Economics in the United States, 1840-1932 (Ames, Iowa, 1952), 542; Murray R.
Benedict, Farm Policies of the United States, 1790-1950: A Study of
Their Origins and Development (New York, 1953), 137, 205; “State
Marketing Law,” typewritten, undated, JCSF.
3. Joseph G. Knapp, The Rise of American Cooperative Enterprise: 16201920 (Danville, Illinois, 1969), 170-71, 478n; “List of Field Agents in
Marketing,” typewritten, December 26, 1916, JCSF.
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decline seemed to many to be the result of unsatisfactory economic conditions on the farm.4
The legislative act instituting the Florida marketing bureau
stipulated that headquarters be established by July 1, 1917, in
Jacksonville, a major export shipping center. The act directed
the commissioner of agriculture to appoint the state marketing
commissioner with the approval of the governor. The marketing
commissioner was to receive and compile data on farm products
grown in the state; to publish the reports “in the State press that
will do so without cost;” to obtain and disseminate information
on carrier rates; to collect information on market centers and
their capacity; to compile a statement on shipments moving from
the state; to issue bulletins and advice on picking, packing, marketing, and what crops to plant; and to secure better seeds for the
farmers. A three-member executive committee or board of directors was established to work with the marketing commissioner
and commissioner of agriculture. 5 Financial support for the bureau came from the producer-paid state tax of twenty-five cents
per ton of fertilizer. The appropriation for the bureau was
$15,000 per annum, but in 1918 the fertilizer tax raised $51,128.6
The marketing bureau accomplished little at first. It was organized as the United States entered the World War, and the
farmers and state administrators were being asked to cooperate
in the war effort. Many programs were being proposed with very
little understanding of wartime production. The initial report
of the executive committee of the marketing bureau described
the situation: “The mission of the Bureau in the midst of the
confusion and dismay was not fully understood, and the difficulty
to make itself known and fit itself into the activities of the state
was apparent in the face of the hundred and one ‘win the war’
agencies, engaging public attention.“7
The agricultural problems and confusion perpetrated by the
war were terminated when the conflict ended, but new problems quickly arose. The shift back to a peacetime economy
4.

Florida Department of Agriculture, Sixth Census of the State of Florida,
1935 (Winter Park, n.d.), 65-66.
5. Laws of Florida, 1917, I, 139-42.
6. Florida Marketing Bureau, First Biennial Report of the Florida State
Marketing Bureau, July 1, 1917, February 28, 1919 (Jacksonville, 1919),
7.
7. Ibid., 15.
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meant the farmers’ large output was no longer needed to
nourish Europe’s millions as well as the American armed forces.
With the demand for foodstuffs diminished the problem of marketing was more acute, and during its second biennium the marketing bureau struggled to become established under quite serious
economic circumstances. Unfortunately, the bureau, like many
other agricultural agencies, did not realize that over-production
as well as poor marketing methods were responsible for the farm
plight.
Clearly the bureau was not performing as originally expected,
and it was destined for some reform. In the second biennial report the executive committee recommended four changes. First,
the marketing bureau should be made a part of the department
of agriculture. Heretofore the bureau had been separate although subject to the commissioner of agriculture. Additionally,
the salary of the commissioner should be raised and the annual
bureau appropriation elevated from $15,000 to $25,000. Finally,
the executive committee itself should be abolished.8 In May
1921, the legislature followed these recommendations and revised
the 1917 market bureau law.9 Thereafter, subject to the authority
of the agriculture department head, the state marketing chief
would direct an office with four primary functions: “marketing
news,” comprising marketing, the bulletin, exchange lists, publicity, radio, statistical report, daily car reports, and express
movements; “cooperative” marketing, comprising organizing, lecturing, literature, and advice; “standardization,” comprising
grades, containers, inspection; and “sales and consignment,”
comprising direct sales, locating buyers, contracts, collections,
and dealer reliability.10
Despite its difficult beginning in 1917, the market bureau six
years later was functioning more efficiently. The replacement in
8. Florida Marketing Bureau, Second Biennial Report of the Florida State
Marketing Bureau, From July 1, 1919, to March 5, 1921 (Jacksonville,
1921), 9.
9. Laws of Florida, 1917, I, 139-42; Laws of Florida, 1921, I, 15-17; Revised
General Statutes of Florida, 1920, I, 811-14; U. S. Bureau of Markets,
State Bureaus of Markets, Including Divisions and Other Agencies Doing Marketing Work, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Mar.
kets and Crop Estimates, Service and Regulatory Announcements No.
70 (Washington, 1921), 3.
10. Florida Marketing Bureau, Third Biennial Report of Florida State
Marketing Bureau [July 1, 1921-January 1, 1923] (Jacksonville, 1923), 2.
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1923 of one state agricultural commissioner with another did
not alter the work of the marketing bureau, but eventually the
new commissioner, Nathan Mayo, would greatly affect the state
contribution to agricultural marketing.
During the 1920s the marking bureau developed several programs. Among the problems of marketing was that of quality
control, and the bureau sought to improve quality, maintain
superior grade, and remove incentives to ship inferior products.11
In 1917 no official grade, state or federal, existed for Florida
products; and, as one of its first acts, the bureau commenced
agitating for grades. The bureau then assisted the United States
Department of Agriculture specialist in establishing and legalizing federal grades on most Florida products. In 1927 the bureau
and other state department of agriculture officials prepared the
Standardization Fruit and Vegetable Law which established federal grades for Florida fruit and vegetables.12
A concomitant of the standardization was shipping point inspection, which was provided in the same 1927 law. Actually the
marketing bureau had conducted shipping point inspection since
1922, but the cooperative federal-state program began in 1927.
The 1923 appropriation bill for the federal bureau of agricultural economics permitted the use of money for shipping point
inspection, and the inspection could be done only in conjunction with states having an inspection fund. The cost of inspection fell to the state, with small amounts contributed by the
federal bureau. Shipping point inspection was especially important in Florida, Texas, California, and Colorado where distances to markets caused high shipping rates. The inspection
provided information as to whether the farmer or the railroad
was responsible for the bad condition of products upon arrival
at the city markets. One reported effect of the inspection was
that railroads found themselves forced to repair their refrigerator
cars; another was the likely elimination in the field of inferior
11.

L. M. Rhodes, “Some of Florida’s Real Assets and Marketing Problems,“
Florida Review, 3 (February 18, 1929), 3.
12. Nathan Mayo, “Relationship of Clearing House and State Marketing
Bureau,” Florida Review, 3 (August 6, 1928), 2; Laws of Florida, 1927,
I, 1232-33; Florida Marketing Bureau, Seventh Biennial Report of
Florida State Marketing Bureau [July 1, 1929-March 1, 1931] (Jacksonville, 1931), 4-5. The date of 1921 which the Seventh Biennial Report
gives for the establishment of federal grades on Florida fruits and vegetables is erroneous.
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products. The celery growers of Florida, for example, began to
leave in the field much worthless produce previously shipped to
city markets where it had to be carted away to dumps.13
In 1929 an act was passed creating the state agricultural marketing board. This act provided for hiring additional personnel
in the state marketing bureau and doubling the appropriation of
the office by adding an additional $35,000 annually. The marketing authority was departmentalized with an officer at the head of
each division, and the news service was expanded with the hiring
14
of a market news specialist. By 1931 the state marketing bureau
was operating with an appropriation nearly five times the first
allotment in 1917.
In 1933 the marketing bureau averted a near disaster for the
market news service. The United States Department of Agriculture announced in June 1933, that an economy program would
eliminate all federal market news service. The state appropriation had already been cut for both the 1931-1933 and 1933-1935
biennia, but the bureau was able to get the federal funds restored. 15
The program developed by the marketing bureau during the
1920s continued from then on. The state’s agricultural marketing agency provided much valuable service, but apparently it
did not really meet the needs of Florida’s small farmers. The
market news service was of more benefit to middlemen and commission men than it was to the producers. A farmer with potatoes
to sell in Palatka was not helped much by an agency capable
only of telling him the price of his tubers in Jacksonville. The
specialists were helpful in advising farmers about marketing and
forming cooperatives, but what the tillers really needed was an
actual market in close proximity where they could dispose of
their products. A look at the offerings of the market bureau revealed that the scope of its activities was too limited to meet the
needs of the state’s rural population. Attempting to find the
13. Florida Marketing Bureau, Seventh Biennial Report, 5-6; Taylor and
Taylor, Agricultural Economics, 636-40.
14. Laws of Florida, 1929, I, 630-31; “Activities of the Marketing Bureau
Since August First,” Florida Review, 4 (November 18, 1929), 4-5; Florida
Marketing Bureau, Seventh Biennial Report, 4; S. W. Hiatt, F. W.
Risher, J. M. Burgess, L. H. Lewis, Frank Scruggs, “How State Marketing Bureau Helps Farmers,” Florida Farmer, 32 (November 1929), 4-6.
15. Neill Rhodes, The Florida State Marketing Bureau, 1917-1952 (n.p.,
1952), 5-6.
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solution to the commodity sales problem, Nathan Mayo’s administration turned to the promotion of cooperatives and finally
to a system of state farmers’ markets.
According to a USDA report, statistical data on farmers’s
cooperative marketing and purchasing began in 1863 when a
purchasing association was formed. In 1922 the federal CapperVolstead Cooperative Marketing Act enhanced the governmental
role in promoting cooperatives. The new law transcended the old
Clayton Antitrust Act of 1913 and covered any association, corporate or not, operating for mutual benefit of members.
The year 1920 proved to be a turning point in cooperative
organization as the movement turned more toward cooperatives
organized in the market centers and less to the little shipping
point cooperatives located along the rail limes. The practical
result was the eventual decline in the number of cooperatives in
the country, although the fewer remaining would have larger
memberships.
Another reason for the decline in local cooperatives cited by
the USDA report was the improvement in the farm truck and
the increasing mileage of hard-surfaced roads. “The associations
that survived the technological changes of that period became
larger and stronger as their radii of operations lenghtened.“16
These explanations of the apparent decline in the fever for
cooperative marketing were valid, but there was another explanation about which the USDA report was silent, and the other
factor was very important in the Southeast. After a period of
experimentation, disillusionment about cooperative marketing
set in during the early 1930s, and southern agricultural leaders
began to look for another solution to their marketing problem.
The Far West, Middle West, and New York were the leading
areas in cooperative activity. Cooperative development was slow
in the Southeast, and it was never as important as elsewhere in
the country. In Georgia the economic collapse in 1920 caused
many farmers to turn seriously to cooperative marketing.17 There
was also strong support for setting up cooperatives in Florida. By
16.

R. H. Elsworth and Grace Wanstall, Farmers’ Marketing and Purchasing
Cooperatives, 1863-1939, United States Department of Agriculture, Farm
Credit Administration, Miscellaneous Report No. 40 (Washington, 1941),
21-23.
17. Willard Range, A Century of Georgia Agriculture, 1850-1950 (Athens,
1954), 217.
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1930 Florida stood second only to California among the states in
number of fruit and vegetable marketing associations. Florida
had 119 such cooperatives which amounted to 8.6 per cent of
the total in the country. By 1931 Florida had some 137 cooperatives with 11,980 members doing nearly a $29,000,000 business
annually. 18
By the 1920s Florida had developed several large cooperatives
including the Plant City Growers’ Association; Manatee County
Growers’Association, Bradenton; Sanford Growers, Inc.; Panama
City Producers’ Association; and Suwanee Melon Growers Association. But the largest Florida cooperative was the Florida
Citrus Exchange.
Florida fruit was well established in the markets by the 1880s,
and to break the Florida monopoly California growers turned to
cooperative marketing with much success. Eventually Florida
fruit was pushed into second place, and the state’s growers then
adopted cooperative marketing in an attempt to recoup their
position. In 1909 the Florida Citrus Exchange was formed along
the lines of the West Coast model after fifty leading growers
made a trip to California. By 1920 the exchange marketed about
forty per cent of the state’s citrus and held a dominant position
in the grapefruit traffic. Over the years the exchange handled
about one-third of Florida’s fresh fruit. It has been an important
factor in the industry both in operations and policy.19
The Florida Exchange was modeled after the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange. Growers formed local packing associations
which picked, graded, and packed the fruit. The local associations were federated into county sub-exchanges which were the
disposing agencies. The central exchange was a federation of the
sub-exchanges. The headquarters, with offices in Tampa, derived
its funds from fees since it acted as a brokerage or commission
selling organization. Exchange fruit was marketed under the
“Sealdsweet” label. As of 1923 the Florida Citrus Exchange
gathered market information and kept agents in the principal
18. R. H. Elsworth, comp., Statistics of Farmers’ Selling and Buying Associations, United States, 1863-1931, Federal Farm Board, Bulletin No. 9
(Washington, 1932), 36-78.
19. Herman Steen, Cooperative Marketing: The Golden Rule in Agriculture
(Garden City, New York, 1923), 49-50, 282; H. G. Hamilton, The Changing Structure of the Florida Citrus Industry, University of Florida, Economic Leaflets, XXIII: 12 (Gainesville, 1964), 3-4.
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cities. The agents represented the sub-exchanges and completed
sales for them. The cooperative also operated the Exchange
Supply Company and the Growers’ Loan and Guaranty Company. Up to 1925 the exchange also owned the Florida Grower,
an agricultural monthly magazine published in Tampa.
Although the citrus exchange was not an unqualified success,
it did provide a hopeful sign that additional cooperative activity
might lead to a solution of the marketing dilemma. Among
reasons for Commissioner Mayo’s advocacy of the 1929 bill establishing the state agricultural marketing board was that it provided marketing specialists whose duty was to promote cooperative marketing. These experts worked under the state marketing
supervisor. From August 1929, through July 1930, the market
bureau claimed that its commissioner and assistants helped to
organize thirty-two new cooperatives and to reorganize eleven
others. 20
The collapse of the Florida real estate boom in 1926 further
depressed the already-suffering farm economy. After vegetable
growers harvested and packed their produce, they had no buyers
and handlers available except local stores. As with other agricultural commodities, vegetable growing had expanded during
World War I, and the peacetime economy of the 1920s could not
absorb the volume. Seeking a solution, Mayo and State Marketing Commissioner L. M. Rhodes traveled to the West Coast in
February 1927, to study the agricultural merchandising situation
in California, Washington, and Oregon.21 They paid special attention to the citrus marketing situation and the highly successful California Citrus Growers’Exchange.
When Mayo returned to Florida he worked with United
States Secretary of Agriculture William Jardine to organize a
citrus clearing house, controlled by shippers, which could dis20. “Topics of Interest to Florida Growers,” Florida Grower, 37 (June 1929),
11-12; “A Brief Report of the Activities of the Market Bureau from
August 1, 1929, through July 30, 1930,” typewritten, “Marketing” folder,
box 29, Nathan Mayo Papers (1876-1960), P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History, University of Florida, Gainesville. Hereinafter referred to as
NMP. The Florida Citrus Exchange sold the Florida Grower in June
1925, but its publication has continued until the present. In 1953 it
became the Florida Grower and Rancher. Especially for the 1920s and
1930s it is a very useful source for Florida agricultural historians.
“Observations
of Mayo and Rhodes in California,” 1, mimeographed,
21.
undated, ca. 1927, “citrus clearing house” folder, box 29, NMP.
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seminate market information. The clearing house plan also included standardization of grades and national advertising. By
July 1928, the clearing house was in operation, but within three
years it dissolved since it could not force the growers to comply
with its program. Many of the objectives were later realized by
the Florida Citrus Commission and the federal marketing orders
which regulate the grades and size of fruit and the market volume of Indian River grapefruit. The Florida Citrus Mutual, a
grower combination, also affects policy matters for the industry.22
The 1929 state marketing act promoting the organization of
cooperatives also set the stage for the eventual abandonment of
the cooperatives as an agricultural marketing panacea. Mayo
noted that the purpose of the law was to extend the operations of
the state marketing bureau to help in the solution of the marketing problem: “It is our task now to formulate plans for putting
into effect a service for organizing the growers into groups and
bringing information to the groups as to markets and on producing, grading, preparing for market, loading, shipping and collecting for shipment.” The act created a board which would direct
the drive to solve the agricultural marketing problem. The board
comprised Governor Doyle Carlton, Commissioner of Agriculture
Mayo, and Marketing Commissioner Rhodes, all good friends
and able to work well together.23
In line with the new act, Rhodes was organizing cooperatives.
Early in 1930 he presided at a meeting in Orlando designed to
further this activity so that assistance could be received from the
Federal Farm Board. By spring 1930 Rhodes was working with
K. B. Gardiner of the cooperative marketing department of the
Federal Farm Board and S. W. Hiatt, state marketing bureau
fruit and vegetable specialist. These men were making plans for
a large fruit and vegetable cooperative which came into ex22. Ibid., 1, 5; Florida Citrus Exchange, History of the Citrus Clearing
House, From its inception to date (n.p., 1928), 2; Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Agricultural Service Department, The
Clearing House in Agricultural Marketing (Washington, 1930), 3-11;
“The Citrus Industry and the Need of a Clearing House for the Distribution and Marketing of Its Products,” 2, typewritten, July 18, 1928,
“citrus clearing house” folder, box 29, NMP.
23. Nathan Mayo, “Dynamic Marketing,” Florida Review, 4 (July 1, 1929),
I. L. M. Rhodes, “How State Plans to Help Its Farmers,” Florida
Grower, 37 (August 1929), 8; “State Starts New Market Service,” Florida
Grower, 37 (September 1929), 22.
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istence as the Florida Vegetable and Fruit Growers’Exchange.24
But as active as was the marketing bureau in organizing cooperatives, the leaders of the department of agriculture were growingly skeptical as to whether these pools really were the answer
to all the marketing problems in Florida. In many cases they
were helpful, especially in the citrus industry, but in other
areas they made little headway.
In 1938 Mayo mused: “The hope of finding a partial solution
of the marketing problem has enticed me during the fifteen years
that I have been commissioner of agriculture of Florida. I appreciate the difficulty of devising a system which will work to
the benefit of the individual farmer, the cooperative association,
and of the square-shooter middle-man, at the same time assisting
in stablization of prices for the benefits of retailers and other
consumers.“25 By 1938 Mayo had found that partial solution.
After creation of the marketing board in 1929, many growers
sent or brought their products to the marketing bureau office.
Mistakenly they supposed the commissioner would sell their
products for them since the law had instructed the commissioner
26
to locate markets and buyers . With such evidence Mayo became convinced that the small farmers needed more than private
cooperative organization.
Mayo’s skepticism about the cooperatives resulted from his
awareness that farmers just would not join them. His sentiments
were expressed as early as 1927 after returning from the West
Coast trip: “We talked to independent poultry men who said
that it cost too much to sell through the coops, that they paid
their officers too much. . . . The outstanding admitted fact seems
to be that cooperatives are saving the fruit, nut, and poultry
industries of the State, yet many growers are willing for the cooperatives to bear the burden and hold the umbrella. Human
nature is just the same in California as in Florida.“27 Mayo also
maintained that farmers were too independent and would not
“Conference Promotes Co-operative Marketing,” Florida Farmer, 32
(January 1930), 4; “Unified Marketing,” Florida Farmer, 32 (June 1930),
3.
25. Nathan Mayo, comp., Agricultural Trends of the Day (Tallahassee,
1938), 6.
26. Stanley Eugene Rosenberger, “A History of the Florida Vegetable Industry and State Farmers’ Markets for Vegetables” (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Florida, 1962), 99.
27. “Observations of Mayo and Rhodes in California,” 6, box 29, NMP.

24.
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adhere to the cooperative rules. Farmers often became suspicious
of the cooperatives since their work usually prevented them from
keeping in contact with the work of the cooperative associations. 28
The idea of providing a market place for the large number
of independent limited-acreage farmers in Florida became reality
under Mayo, but as early as 1925 Rhodes and Governor John
Martin may also have been thinking about some system of state
markets. In 1925 the legislature passed a law allowing counties
to erect cold storage plants for farmers to store perishable products until the market was favorable. The cost of building the
plants was to be shared equally between the county and state.
Along with Governor Martin, Mayo favored the law saying:
“There have been fairly operated and successful privately-owned
farmers’markets, but if the state is to help at all, it would seem
that public-owned and controlled markets, where private operations can take place, would be the best type of market to promote. With this idea in view, I urged the 1925 legislature to provide authority making public markets possible in our state.“29
The 1929 act creating the agricultural marketing board was
designed to implement the 1925 law. The plan had little impact
for only one county established such a market. The plan to
provide physical markets for the small farmers needed elaboration, and at last in 1933 the law was amended. The marketing
board was granted the right to promote and guide the operation
of county markets and to construct, equip, and operate state
markets. A provision was placed in the amendment whereby any
surplus funds after regular expenditures from the general inspection fund could be used for the purpose.30
In 1933 Mayo and Rhodes were on a train returning from
another trip to California where they reexamined the marketing
situation. The Florida growers were largely dependent on what
commission houses in New York or Chicago would pay for
produce shipped them on speculation. Often the sales paid little
28. Mayo, Agricultural Trends, 5-6.
29. Ibid., 7; Neil Rhodes, Marketing Bureau, 2; L. H. Lewis, Florida State
Farmers’ Markets, rev. ed. (Tallahassee, 1955), 7-8; Laws of Florida,
1925, I, 168-72.
30. Mayo, Agricultural Trends, 7; Asa Allan Adams, “Florida Legislature
Fair to Farm Folks,” Florida Grower, 41 (June-July 1933), 6; Laws of
Florida, 1933, I, 22-23.
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more than the cost of transportation. Other, farmers relied on
individual bargaining ability to cope with traveling buyers who
had on their side the advantage of current knowledge of the
markets plus being able to back an offer with “take it or leave
it.” The situation in California was different from Florida for
there agricultural enterprise was located in blocks— citrus in one
place, grapes in another, vegetables elsewhere. The contiguous
nature of crop production was ideal for organizing cooperatives.
Mayo bemoaned the situation in his state: “‘In Florida, we enjoyed no such tailored situation, for our agriculture was scattered. Citrus growers were intermingled with general farming,
and cattlemen might be found all the way from Pensacola to the
tip of the peninsula.”
Returning with Rhodes, Mayo was disconsolate, for the California plan just did not apply well to Florida. “His failure kept
Mayo awake after he had retired to his Pullman berth. He rolled
restlessly for quite a while when an idea occurred that let him
drift off to sleep. At breakfast he told his companion: ‘Rhodes,
we’ve spent the State’s money and haven’t got a durn thing to
carry back. Yet I’ve got an idea that if the State came into this
deal by building inexpensive farmer markets about 50 miles
apart, we may be able to lick our problem.’” Rhodes at first
objected saying that the state would be entering the area of
private business enterprise. Mayo convinced Rhodes that the
state was only providing a meeting place for growers and buyers
when private enterprise would not do so, and thus the plan for
state farmers’ markets was born.31
The first of the “state farm crop assembly plants and marketing centers” was built at Sanford. The Florida Grower reported
that the market would cost $27,500; $20,000 was advanced by the
state department of agriculture and $7,500 in labor by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, a New Deal agency. The
biennial report shows that the state department of agriculture
spent over $30,000 on the Sanford market; in December 1934, it
was dedicated, and it opened for business January 15, 1935. The
market was no more than a long shed with one end closed in as
an office. It was a combined federal-state-local effort since the
31. Nathan Mayo memoir related to Allen Morris, typewritten, 1952, “state
farmers’ markets and pavilions” folder, box 29, NMP; Allen Morris,
comp., The Florida Handbook, 3rd ed. (Tallahassee, 1952), 63-64.
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community provided the necessary land. By June 30, 1935, the
outlet had accounted for $500,000 in gross sales.32
When Mayo began the Sanford market, he had wanted to
build five or six others around the state, but there was not
enough surplus money in the inspection fund. He went to Governor David Sholtz for funds, but, according to Mayo, Sholtz opposed opening another market. Mayo indicated that the governor
had received complaints about such markets, but he did not
specify their nature.33
The commissioner pushed a bill in the legislature authorizing
the market board to borrow $1,000,000 from the federal government to build four new markets and warehouses. The bill passed
in the senate but died in the house. Eventually Mayo managed
to secure the $1,000,000 from a federal Works Progress Administration disbursement.
After Sholtz’s term expired, Mayo went to the new governor,
Frederick Preston Cone, outlined his program, and received a
favorable response. 34 In January 1936, the Florida Grower reported that the federal money would finance a $65,819 warehouse, cold storage plant, and slaughterhouse at Ocala, and the
establishment of other markets at Chipley, Live Oak, and
Palatka. The Grower also reported that WPA money would
build wholesale fish markets at Panama City, Pensacola, Punta
Gorda, Key West, and Fernandina. Actually markets were built
at Chipley, Live Oak, Ocala, East Palatka, Wauchula, Tallahassee, Branford, Starke, Bushnell, and Plant City. By 1938 four
more were planned for Goodno, Arcadia, Holly Hill, and
Marianna.35 With the burgeoning of the markets, the program
needed a director. William L. Wilson, prominent with the state

“Farm Marketing Centers,” Florida Grower, 42 (November 1934), 18;
Lewis, Florida State Farmers’ Markets, 7-8; Florida, Department of
Agriculture, Twenty-Fourth Biennial Report of the Department of
Agriculture, State of Florida, From July 1, 1934, to June 30, 1936
(Tallahassee, 1937), 45; Nathan Mayo, Activities of the Florida State
Department of Agriculture (Tallahassee, 1955), 35-41.
33. “Farm Marketing Centers,” 18; Mayo memoir related to Morris, box 29.
NMP.
34. Mayo memoir related to Morris, box 29, NMP.
35. “Florida to Get $1,000,000 for Farmers’ Warehouses,” Florida Grower,
44 (January 1936), 6; Mayo, Agricultural Trends, 7-9; B. M. Harloe to
Claude Pepper, Record Group 69, “WPA State Files,” Florida Box
651.101, 1935-1943, Florida Folder, January 1939, NARS.

32.
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chamber of commerce and originally sent to Florida by President
Woodrow Wilson, was selected for this post.36
After the first market opened at Sanford, Mayo changed the
method of financing. Under the new plan a community furnished
the land, ten to twenty acres; the state road department built
the access roads and parking aprons; the Works Progress Administration (WPA) helped erect the first sheds; and the state
department of agriculture provided some money, but mainly the
“know how” for running the sales. Control of each market would
remain for the most part with a local advisory board.37
The markets were an immediate success and soon became
quite diversified. In 1941 the agricultural marketing board law
was revised again and an additional law passed giving the board
authority to develop almost any kind of market, cold storage
plant, slaughterhouse, pen, or show ring. By June 30, 1941, the
marketing system contained twenty-one markets annually grossing over $11,000,000 in commodity sales.38
The markets also became cattle auctions. Florida’s cattle industry was growing rapidly at the time, and this in part was
due to the success of the cattle tick eradication program. There
were many cattle in the state, but they were of an inferior type.
As in other things, Mayo emphasized quality and encouraged
the introduction of registered bulls to improve the quality of
the herds. He declared that, “The beef cattle industry will improve in proportion as improved blood replaces scrub blood.“39
Mayo began establishing livestock and crop pavilions as well as
farmers’ markets. According to one commentator: “Mayo finds
the markets, because all may see what kind of products brings
the best price, has [sic] done more to improve the quality of
Florida farm merchandise than all the grade educational work
done in the past.” Emphasizing the point, Mayo cited the Arcadia livestock market. “I imagine there were a thousand per36. Memorial resolution adopted by the Florida State Chamber of Commerce, typewritten, November 17, 1952, Florida State Chamber of Commerce Library, Jacksonville.
37. Mayo memoir related to Morris, box 29, NMP; Lewis, Florida State
Farmers’ Markets, 8-9.
38. Laws of Florida, 1941, 543-44, 2619-20; “Florida State Farmers’ Markets
Comparative Commodity Report from Beginning to Date,” typewritten,
1952, “state farmers’ markets and pavilions” folder, box 29, NMP.
39. “Beef Cattle,” typewritten, Mayo memoir dictated to Jack Shoemaker,
undated, ca. 1952, “Beef Industry” folder, box 29, NMP.
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sons present at the recent sales in Arcadia market,” noted the
commissioner, “and everyone around the pen had examples before their [sic] eyes of the importance of breeding better animals
in the price difference between good and poor.“40
The agricultural pavilion program developed slowly. The
idea for it came not from Mayo, but from a private person who
pointed out the need for a show and sale facility in central Florida to a department of agriculture representative on October 7,
1944. Mayo’s aid was enlisted the following month, and there
was also support from the Bartow Chamber of Commerce and the
city of Bartow. Raising money and completing the pavilion took
time, but the building was dedicated December 7, 1951.41
In 1948 Mayo announced that the state would have five new
pavilions. The Quincy, Ocala, Orlando, and Bartow facilities
were on lands donated by communities; the pavilion at Belle
Glade would be built on state-owned land. The land value for
each pavilion was to be at least $10,000 and ten acres. The department of agriculture was furnishing $40,000 for each unit.
According to Mayo the pavilions would be utilized “for all kinds
of purebred livestock, for sale and show places, for fair exhibits,
and for other purposes that may develop as time proves their
uses.“42
The Florida farmers’ market system often took on the characteristics of the general store that Mayo had once operated in
Summerfield, Florida. The market at Webster in Sumter County
was an example: “You can buy everything there from a flock of
chickens or a home-milked ‘bossy’to half a trainload of cucumbers. Or if you want a wildcat, possum, or a rattlesnake you’ll
find someone there to get it for you. Baby skunks, used furniture,
and farm implements also have gone under the auction hammer
at the new market. Besides three sales sheds the market had nine
packing sheds, a crate material warehouse, smokehouse and meat

40.
41.

Mayo memoir related to Morris, box 29, NMP.
“The Pavilion Story,” typewritten, undated, ca. 1951, “State Farmers’
Markets and Pavilions” folder, box 29, NMP; William A. Dunlap, “Florida’s State Farmers’ Markets,” Domestic Commerce (January 1946), 1-2,
reprint in P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History.
42. Nathan Mayo, ed., Report on Agriculture and Industry in Florida (Tallahassee, 1948), 364-65.
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storage plant, and a large general warehouse with offices. Oh,
yes, they’ll grind your corn for you.“43
With Mayo’s support, the farmers’ markets, exclusive of
pavilions, increased from one in 1935 to twenty-one in 1952, the
year of William L. Wilson’s death. In 1945 there were twentynine markets, but some were closed when they proved impractical. According to the agriculture department’s report the
markets accounted for nearly $47,000,000 in commodity sales
from July 1, 1951, to June 30, 1952. They were located where
other facilities were inadequate or did not exist, and the public
reacted favorably to them.44
The markets were widely publicized. When delegates from
thirty-five states met in Washington, D.C., in 1947 to form a
national association of market managers, Wilson was named
president. J. Stanford Larson, acting chief of the market organization and facilities branch of the United States Department
of Agriculture, commended Florida’s operation to other states.45
Mayo was proud of the farmers’ markets, and he claimed
that Florida was the first state to have such a system. But such
claims are usually difficult to prove and meaningless to anyone
but the claimant. Florida dedicated its first state market in December 1934, and it began operating the following month. The
same year the state of Georgia leased land in Atlanta and set up
a state produce market a few months after Florida. At least by
1917 a California law provided for the creation of “state commission markets” for the sale and distribution of agricultural,
fishery, and dairy products. At the same time a similar law in
New York provided for “state auction markets.‘” Whether Mayo’s
claim is sound or specious is of little importance in evaluating
the Florida state farmers’ market program, for Florida certainly
proved a leader in commencing and developing this type of agricultural marketing.46
43.
44.

“Florida News of the Month,” Florida Grower, 54 (May 1946), 6.
“Florida State Farmers’ Markets Comparative Commodity Report from
Beginning to Date,” box 29, NMP; “State Markets Make Outstanding
Records,” Florida Grower, 52 (November 1944), 24; Florida Vegetable
Committee, Florida Vegetable Committee Annual Digest for 1947 (n.p.,
1947), 115, 144.
45. “Florida News of the Month,” Florida Grower, 55 (June 1947), 6; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, July 28, 1947.
46. “Annual Report of the Division of Marketing and Transportation Research, 1940,” 17-18, mimeographed, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
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Shortly after Mayo died in 1960 a professional marketing
specialist studied in detail the market system. In that year eighteen markets were dealing in over $52,000,000 in exchanges. The
markets were criticized by the specialist for their locations, many
being inefficient and not concentrated in the major vegetable
growing area of south Florida. The crop outlets were commended
only for performing a vital service in the 1930s when such markets were desperately needed.47
It is difficult to assess the worth to Florida rural producers of
the farmers’ markets since, as the specialist showed, many centers were operating inefficiently. On the other hand, they were
never intended to be revenue-producers. The markets were established to benefit farmers and the fees charged were to meet
expenses and not show a profit. To increase fees would have
added costs to the farmer which he could not pass on to the
buyer since his goods were bought on a bid and auction basis.
The farmer could not refuse to sell his goods because of his need
for cash, and, where perishability was a factor, he had to sell or
lose everything.
The marketing specialist was likely correct when he noted
that the markets were vital to the survival of Florida’s small
farmers during the 1930s and probably the 1940s. In the postWorld War II period the markets may have outlived their usefulness or at least have been in need of reorganization and more
sophisticated administration. Whether markets should have been
located in southern Florida where the larger vegetable growers
were congregated is debatable. Through his trade system Mayo
intended only to aid small producers. He believed that large
producers were able to take care of themselves and to provide
their own market facilities. Perhaps by the 1950s the state’s
agricultural merchandising program should have been expanded
to include all producers if the system was to be continued, but
at the time the markets were begun they were set up to serve an
otherwise dying class of poor people— the depression-wracked
small farmers of north and central Florida.

47.

USDA, A. C. Hoffman Files, General Correspondence 1941-1946, Record
Group 83, NARS; “Work of the Office of Markets and Rural Organization with Especial Reference to the Cooperative Relationships Existing
with State Marketing Agencies,” 9-11, typewritten, ca. July 1917, JCSF.
Rosenberger, “Florida Vegetable Industry,” 391-402.
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